DVD ARE
2004
Are you being served? Again! [videorecording] : the complete series / written by Jeremy Lloyd and
David Croft; produced and directed by Mike Stephens. The Grace Brothers store is closed down
when Mr. Grace is unexpectedly killed in an accident. The staff finds out their pensions are tied up
in a failing country inn and they have no way of reclaiming their funds. So the staff must decide to
become partners and turn the inn into a money-making venture.
DVD AT
2013
At any price [DVD videorecording] / Sony Pictures Classics presents, in association with Black Bear
Pictures, Treehouse Pictures; a Killer Films, Noruz Films production, in association with Cineric;
written by Hallie Elizabeth Newton, Ramin Bahrani; produced by Christine Vachon, Ramin Bahrani,
Kevin Turen, Justin Nappi, Pamel Koffler, Teddy Schwarzman; directed by Ramin Bahrani. "In the
competitive world of modern agriculture, ambitious Henry Whipple ... wants his rebellious son
Dean ... to help expand his family's farming empire. However, Dean has his sights set on becoming
a professional racecar driver. When a high-stakes investigation into their business is exposed,
father and son are pushed into an unexpected crisis that threatens the family's entire livelihood"-Container.
DVD DELI
2014
Delivery man / Dreamworks Pictures and Reliance Entertainment present; produced by *Andre
Rouleau; written for the screen and directed by Ken Scott. The story of friendly underachiever
David Wozniak, whose ordinary life gets twisted in a knot when he finds out that he has fathered
533 children via sperm donations he made twenty years earlier.
DVD FLOW
2014
Flowers in the attic [DVD videorecording] / Lifetime Pictures presents; teleplay by Kayla Alpert;
directed by Deborah Chow; produced by Harvey Kahn and Damian Ganczewski. A Gothic story of
four siblings who, after the death of their father, are torn from a peaceful life and subjected to
abuse resulting from a dark, family secret. Abandoned by their mother and forced to endure
unimaginable treatment living in the attic of their grandparents' mansion, the children form their
own family unit. But as the oldest boy and girl come of age, they are entrapped by their family's
sordid past as they try to survive and escape the harsh living conditions.
DVD KID
2003
A kid in King Arthur's court [videorecording] / Walt Disney Pictures presents in association with
Tapestry Films and Trimark Pictures; a Levy-Abrams-Guerin production ; a Michael Gottlieb film;
produced by Robert L. Levy, Peter Abrams, J.P. Guerin; written by Michael Part & Robert L. Levy;
directed by Michael Gottlieb. "To 14-year-old little leaguer Calvin Fuller, life is like one big strikeout
when he lets his team down. Then an earthquake sends him through a magical time rift, and he
finds himself in King Arthur's court. But all is not well with the realm. An aged King Arthur is in
danger of losing control to the evil Lord Belasco, and now it's up to Calvin to save the kingdom. But
before he can find a way to vanquish Belasco, he must first find a way to conquer his own fears."-Container.

DVD PHIL
2014
Philomena [DVD videorecording]/ The Weinstein Company/Yucaipa Films, Path*e, BBC Films and
BFI Film present; with the participation of Canal+ and Cin*e+ ; a Baby Cow/Magnolia Mae
production; a film by Stephen Frears; directed by Stephen Frears ; screenplay by Steve Coogan and
Jeff Pope; produced by Gabrielle Tana, Steve Coogan, Tracey Seaward. Judi Dench stars in the story
of Philomena Lee, mother to a boy conceived out of wedlock and given up for adoption. Nearly 50
years later, Philomena meets Martin Sixsmith, a former BBC reporter looking for his next big story.
Together, they embark on a journey to locate her long lost son. As the pieces of the puzzle come
together, the unlikely travel companions form a comic and heartwarming friendship. Based on the
2009 investigative book by Martin Sixsmith.
DVD SECR
2014
The secret life of Walter Mitty / Twentieth Century Fox presents; a Samuel Goldwyn Films/Red
Hour Films production ; produced in association with New Line Cinema ; a Ben Stiller film; directed
by Ben Stiller; screen story and screenplay by Steven Conrad ; produced by Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.,
John Goldwyn, Stuart Cornfeld, Ben Stiller. Watch the classic story by James Thurber, about a
daydreamer who escapes his anonymous life by disappearing into a world of fantasies filled
withheroism, romance, and action. When his job along with that of his co-worker are threatened,
Walter takes action in the real world embarking on a global journey that turns into an adventure
more extraordinary than anything he could have ever imagined.
DVD SNAK
2014
Snake & Mongoo$e / Entertainment Universe in association with Rhino Films and The National Hot
Rod Association; produced by Robin Brody and Stephen Nemeth; written by Alan Paradise and
Wayne Holloway ; directed by Wayne Holloway. Based on a true story, stunningly chronicles a
vintage slice of American culture in the 1960's while simultaneously documenting in compelling
and dramatic terms one of the deepest and longest-lasting relationships in the history of sports.
This is the untold story of how Southern California drag racers, Don "The Snake" Prudhomme and
Tom "The Mongoos" McEwen combined with corporate giants to change the face of sports and
ultimately became the most famous rivalry in racing history.
DVD VICT
2012
Victorious. Season two [videorecording] / Viacom International inc; Nickelodeon. Hit the stage with
Tori Vega and all the amazing students at Hollywood Arts, the most prestigious performing arts
high school in the country! From wowing the crowd at the big showcase to movie roles, stage
fights, costume make-up and more, these talented students are ready to shine!

DVD WAKE
2010
Wake up [videorecording] / a Walk the Walk Entertainment and Open Eye Productions; directed by
Jonas Elrod and Chloe Crespi ; produced by Steve Hutensky ; co-producer, Christopher Seward ;
consulting producer, Kurt Engfehr. Jonas Elrod was leading an ordinary life until he woke up one
day to a totally new reality. He suddenly could see and hear angels, demons, auras and ghosts. The
documentary Wake Up follows this fascinating story of an average guy who inexplicably developed
the ability to access other dimensions. With his loving but skeptical girlfriend by his side, Jonas
crisscrosses the country as he searches for answers and delves deeper into this thrilling world of
the phenomenal and spiritual. Wake Up is a call to consciousness to everyone who sees it; an
invitation to accept that there
is more to this life than meets the eye.
J DVD OTTO
2014
Otto the rhino [DVD videorecording] / Phase 4 Films; producers, Nina Crone, Erik Wilstrup;
screenplay, Rune Schjott; Kenneth Kainz. Topper is a young boy with a vivid imagination. After
finding a pencil, he soon discovers that it has magic powers when his drawing of a rhino is suddenly
standing alive and hungry in the middle of his apartment! With his best friendb2ss birthday just
around the corner, Topper realizes that the enormous 'Otto' would make for the perfect gift. But
how does he keep Otto the Rhino hidden, let alone sneak him across town? Life in this sleepy
seaside village is about to be shaken up completely!
J DVD ADVE
2013
Adventures of the Penguin King [DVD videorecording]/ Serengeti Entertainment Limited; producer,
Sias Wilson; screenwriter, Philip LaZebnik; directed by Anthony Geffen. In the tradition of March of
the Penguins and Chimpanzee, this triumphant coming-of-age tale that is sure to delight viewers of
all ages. After three years at sea, Rex, a King Penguin, heads home to South Georgia Island, which
lies just north of the frozen vastness of Antarctica. Unsure of what the world has to offer, Rex
decides to get marriage and start a family.

J DVD AMAZ
2014
Amazing animals. [DVD videorecording] Two lovable pigs share their endless curiosity and wild
adventures, both in the backyard and across the globe. Kids will follow siblings on exciting
adventures around the world, and are introduced to lovable characters and stunning wildlife
movies from National Geographic. Programs include popular episodes from the TV series: Are We
There Yet?; Toot and Puddle; and Mama Mirabelle's Home Movies.
J DVD BARN
2014
Barney. Happy birthday Barney / director, Fred Holmes, Jim Rowley. When Barney's birthday
arrives the kids throw him a special party with an extra special surprise: all of the people he loves.
Riff worries that his homemade present isn't good enough, until Barney explains that sharing a gift
from the heart is the best gift of all. When it's Layla's birthday, Barney and Layla use their
imaginations to explore more about her family heritage.

J DVD BEN
2014
Ben 10 and friends. [DVD videorecording] For a ten-year-old kid, Ben Tennyson sure sees his share
of action and adventure! Now fans can join in on the action with some of their favorite episodes.
Features over two hours of action as Ben, Rook, and Max travel across the country and through
time to save the universe and each other from one evil menace after another. Ben's cast of alien
heroes continues to grow as he uses the Omnitrix to unlock Upchuck and Ben Wolf and all their
amazing powers.
J DVD BETW
2014
Between the lions. Vowel power. [DVD videorecording] Welcome to a library like no other! The
doors swing open to reveal a magical place where characters pop off the pages of books, vowels
sing, and words take on a life of their own.

J DVD BISC
2002
The biscuit eater [videorecording] / Walt Disney Productions; produced by Bill Anderson;
screenplay by Lawrence Edward Watkin; directed by Vincent McEveety. Two friends are
determined to turn a misfit hound into a hero. Featuring valuable lessons about honesty,
friendship and fair play.
J DVD BUBB
2013
Bubble guppies/Team umizoomi. Into the snow we go [videorecording]. Celebrate this holiday
season with the Bubble Guppies, and Team Umizoomi too! Join the Guppies for a festive special as
they work together to share the joy of the holiday season with their neighbor, Mr. Grumpfish. As a
holiday bonus, team up with Team Umizoomi in two special episodes! Count on a fin-tastic holiday
with Bubble Guppies and Team Umizoomi in these three festive episodes!
J DVD CAT
2014
The Cat in the Hat knows a lot about that. Space is the place!.[DVD videorecording]
Join the Cat in the Hat on a trip into space -- and learn why the cosmos are such a cool place! Visit
each of the planets, the sun and the stars. The red one near Earth? It's the planet called Mars!
Learn why day turns to night thanks to our friend, the sun. And why balls hit on the moon are
always a home run!
J DVD CHOW V. 1
2008
Chowder. Vol 1 [videorecording] / Cartoon Network. In the colorful town of Marzipan City, the
Mung Daal Catering Company cooks up the strangest food you've ever seen. And that's where
you'll find Chowder, an adorable apprentice with a big appetite for stirring up trouble!
J DVD COUR SEASON 1
2010
Courage the cowardly dog.[DVD videorecording] / Cartoon Network. The things he does for love!
Welcome to the middle of Nowhere, Kansas. Population: one kind old lady, one crabby old man,
one timid dog, and all sorts of creepy creatures, scary monsters, and crazed villains! It's a living
nightmare for poor Courage, who faces these unthinkable dangers with his body shaking and his
tail between his legs.

J DVD DEXT SEASON 1
2010
Dexter's laboratory. [videorecording] / created by Gendy Tartakovsky; Cartoon Network Studios.
Deep in the depths of his secret laboratory, boy genius Dexter computes, experiments, invents,
and builds incredible creations like robots, interdimensional portals, talking animals, brain
replacements, and stealth dodgeball devices, until his ditzy sister Dee Dee ruins his overly
executed plans. If only he could fit her into a test tube!
J DVD DINO
2013
Dino Dan. Dino party [videorecording] / Sinking Ship. Dan tries to catch a sneaky Compognathus
because it's destroying his mom's garden, but his plan goes wrong and he captures a baby T-rex
instead! Then join Dan's birthday celebration, with a dino scavenger hunt with Dan and all of his
friends! Dan also uses the scientific method so solve mysteries.

J DVD DINO
2012
Dino Dan. 'Twas a dinosaur [videorecording] / Sinking Ship Entertainment. Follow the adventures
of paleontologist-in-training Dan Henderson as he imagines dinosaurs into the real world! Join Dan
as he learns what might have caused the extinction of the dinosaurs, tracks down a
Euoplocephalus and gives the poem "The Night Before Christmas" a dinosaur spin. Dan uses the
scientific method to gather clues and solve mysteries. 'Twas a Dinosaur is filled with five actionpacked adventures full of discovery!
J DVD DISN
2013
Disney The little mermaid: Ariel's beginning. Disney The little mermaid II: return to the sea /
Disney. Even though her parents tell her merpeople and Atlantica are just old fish tales, Ariel's
daughter Melody, dreams of being part of that magical world. Ariel's Beginning: Long before Ariel
walked on land, she was one of seven beloved daughters of King Triton. But times were troubled,
and music was banned! Ariel, her sisters, and her loyal friends Sebastian and Flounder strive to
bring music and friendship back to Atlantica.
J DVD DONK
2014
Donkey Kong country.[DVD vidoerecording] Kong fu. It's the Annual Donkey Kong Challenge, and
for the first time ever, Donkey Kong is actually being challenged for his title as future ruler of
Kongo Bongo. No one is more surprised than an out of shape DK, who must face off with the
legendary martial arts fighter, Kong Fu! A challenger who not only surpasses DK in size and
stature, but is backed by King K. Rool, who plans on winning the match and the prize, the Crystal
Coconut!
J DVD DONK
2014
Donkey Kong country. The legend of the crystal coconut [DVD voideorecording]/ director, Mike
Fallows; producers, Jacques Goldstein, Jeffrey Conrad. Scurvy and the Pirates are back on Kongo
Bongo Island to claim Scurvy's birthright, the Crystal Coconut! In the meantime, an unaware
Donkey Kong is visiting the Inca Temple in an attempt to find out what all the mysteries, powers
and knowledge of the Crystal Coconut are. However, when DK misinterprets Inca Dinka Du's
advice and hands over the Crystal Coconut to King K. Rool, everyone, including the Pirates, are
now on a mad chase to retrieve it!

J DVD DONK
2013
Donkey Kong country. Raiders of the lost banana / Medialab/Nelvana Limited. When Polly Roger
steals the Crystal Coconut, Donkey Kong and Diddy chase him into the Ancient Temple ruins in an
effort to get it back. When he removes a sacred golden banana, Donkey Kong disturbs the sleeping
idol 'Inka Dinkadu.' When he realizes that the banana belongs in the Ancient Temple, it's too late.
He has already given it to Candy, who is kidnapped by King K. Rool.
J DVD EAST
2014
Easter egg-ventures [DVD videorecording] / producer, Michael Hirsh; director, Gary Hurst. A
collection of ten episodes about Spring from Franklin, The Berenstain Bears and The Jungle Book.
J DVD FLIN
2014
The Flintstone kids: rockin' in Bedrock. [videorecording] The Flintstone kids are the same
prehistoric characters viewers loved, but only younger (eight-ten years old).

J DVD FOST SEASON 1
2007
Foster's Home for Imaginary Friends. The complete season 1 [videorecording] / Cartoon Network
Studios. What happens to imaginary friends when they're not wanted anymore? They end up at
Foster's Home for Imaginary Friends, home to the best friends you can think of.
J DVD FRAN
2014
Franklin and friends. Franklin's Earth day [DVD videorecording]/ director, John Payne, Lynn Reist;
producer, Derek Reeves, Greg Chew. Franklin is overly excited to lead the Nature Nuts in an Earth
Day clean-up. As his team dwindles to one - himself - he realizes that his overzealousness isnb1st
accomplishing anything.
J DVD HARR
2014
Harry and his bucket full of dinosaurs. Play make believe. [DVD videorecording] One, two, three,
jump! into the blue bucket and it's off to Dino-World, a big, little world where all of Harry's toys
are twice his size. Join Harry, Taury, Trike, Pterence, Sid, Patsy and Steggy as they bounce down
Pillow Mountain, sail around Soda Fountain Valley, and hop on jelly doughnut stepping-stones in a
new adventure every day.
J DVD HARR
2014
Harry and his bucket full of dinosaurs. Let's rock [DVD videorecording]/ CCI Entertainment;
directed by Ralph/Toffan. One, two, three, jump! into the blue bucket and it's off to Dino-World, a
big, little world where all of Harry's toys are twice his size. Join Harry, Taury, Trike, Pterence, Sid,
Patsy and Steggy as they bounce down Pillow Mountain, sail around Soda Fountain Valley, and
hop on jelly doughnut stepping-stones in a new adventure every day.
J DVD HARR
2014
Harry and his bucket full of dinosaurs. Dino world rescues [DVD videorecording]/ CCI
Entertainment. One, two, three, jump! into the blue bucket and it's off to Dino-World, a big, little
world where all of Harry's toys are twice his size. Join Harry, Taury, Trike, Pterence, Sid, Patsy and
Steggy as they bounce down Pillow Mountain, sail around Soda Fountain Valley, and hop on jelly
doughnut stepping-stones in a new adventure every day.

J DVD HOT SEASON 2 V. 2
2014
Hot Wheels battle force 5, fused. Season 2, vol. 2.[DVD videorecording] The series features Vert
Wheeler and his team as they race to find the Battle Keys. Meet characters like Vert, Stanford,
Agura, Sherman, Spinner and Zoom and watch them drive their incredible cars like the Saber, the
Buster, and the Tangler.
J DVD JUST
2014
Justin Time. Amazing adventures [DVD videorecording]/ director, Brandon James Scott. Join Justin
and his imaginary pals Olive and Squidgy on amazing adventures! Watch as they star in the biggest
stories of all time, told from every corner of the world!
J DVD JUST
2014
Justin Time goes exploring [DVD videorecording] / Guru Animation Studio Ltd.; director, Brandon
James Scott. You can go exploring with Justin and his best imaginary pals Olive and Squidgy!
Watch as they star in their own inventive stories set in different parts of the world.

J DVD JUST
2014
Justin Time. Far away friends [DVD videorecording]/ director, Brandon James Scott. Justin and his
two imaginary pals, Olive and Squidgy, star in the very best stories all over the world! This time,
get ready to travel to faraway places and meet far away friends!
J DVD LEGE
2013
The legend of Korra. Book one: Air [videorecording]. When Avatar Aang passes, he is reincarnated
as a girl named Korra, from the Southern Water Tribe. Korra leaves the safety of her home to
travel to Republic City. Before long, Korra's Avatar skills are put to the test when she encounters a
group of Chi-blockers led by a masked man named Amon. With his Equalists followers, Amon
plots to gain control over Republic City and ultimately rid the world of the 'impurity' of bending.
Korra and her friends will stop at nothing to capture him.
J DVD LEGO
2014
LEGO Star wars. The Yoda chronicles [DVD videorecording]/ produced by WIL FILM ApS; directed by
Michael Hegner; written by Michael Price; producer, Irene Sparre. In episode I, Darth Sidious
unveils his plan to create a new super-weapon to help him defeat the Republic once and for all.
Yoda and his Padawan students must work together and save the galaxy. In episode II, Count
Dooku uses his new and improved Clone-a-Matic to create an army of Jek clones. Now substitute
teacher Anakin Skywalker must lead Yodab2ss Padawan class to victory.
J DVD LOST
2013
Lost and found [DVD videorecording] / Entertainment One and Studio Aka present; produced by
Sue Goffe; adapted & directed by Philip Hunt. Watch and listen to the story of a little Boy who one
day finds a Penguin on his doorstep. Although at first he is unsure what to do, the Boy becomes
determined to help the Penguin find his way back home. Even if that means rowing all the way to
the South Pole!

J DVD MAX
2014
Max & Ruby. Everybunny loves spring!. Get ready to hop into the spring season with Max and
Ruby! Ruby thinks she has a lot to teach her little brother, Max, but he's got his own big ideas.
Enjoy their sweet springtime sibling rivalry in these twelve funny bunny adventures!
J DVD MIKE
2014
Mike the knight. Mike's treasure hunt. [DVD videorecording] The Kingdom of Glendragon is full of
hidden secrets, jewels and treasure and it is Mike's mission to find them! Whilst showing off his
tracking skills, Mike learns that it pays to be slow and careful -- and discovers that you shouldn't
turn down a wizard's help, especially when you're on the hunt for treasure!
J DVD MINI
2013
Mini-movie collection [videorecording] / Illumination Entertainment. Get busy with the Minions,
hop along with Phil and Carlos, and explore nature with the Lorax in these hilarious crowd-pleasing
adventures. It's animated fun the whole family can enjoy.

J DVD MR
2014
Mr. Wuffles! [DVD videorecording] Mr. Wuffles is a cat who loves to play with a little spaceship full
of actual aliens-but the ship wasn't designed for this kind of rough treatment. When the space
visitors dodge the cat and take shelter behind the radiator to repair the damage, they make a host
of insect friends. The result? A humorous exploration of cooperation between aliens and insects,
and of the universal nature of communication involving symbols, 'cave' paintings, and gestures of
friendship.
J DVD MY
2013
My little pony, friendship is magic [videorecording]. Pinkie Pie party / Hasbro; DVD producer, Brian
Ward. "It's the biggest collection of parties in Ponyville and you're invited! Saddle up for five
outrageously awesome parties with every pony's favorite friends -- Twilight Sparkle, Apple Jack,
Fluttershy, Rainbow Dash, Rarity, Spike and the ultimate party planner herself, Pinkie Pie!" -container
J DVD NUT
2014
The nut job [DVD videorecording]/ Open Road Films presents; a Redrover Co. Ltd. and Toonbox
Entertainment Ltd. and Gulfstream Pictures film; produced by Wookyung Jung, Graham Moloy ;
screenplay by Lorne Cameron, Peter Lepeniotis; directed by Peter Lepeniotis. Follow the travails of
Surly, a mischievous squirrel, and his rat friend Buddy, who plan a nut store heist of outrageous
proportions and unwittingly find themselves embroiled in a much more complicated and hilarious
adventure.
J DVD PEEP
2014
Peep and the big wide world. Diva duck.[DVD videorecording] Follow a newly hatched chicken
named Peep and his friends Chirp and Quack (a robin and a duck) on their adventures. They live in
'the big wide world,' a place of wonder and mystery, a place they are eager to explore. Wry and
distinctive visual humor, charming plotlines, and lovable characters combine with a comprehensive
science program to attract and engage kids three-five years old.

J DVD PETE
2013
Peter Rabbit [videorecording] / Frederick Warne & Co. Ltd. and Silvergate PPL Ltd.; Nickelodeon.
Join Peter, his cousin Benjamin, and their new pal Lily as they embark on exciting escapades, all
while building valuable skills like reasoning and problem solving. Includes eight episodes from the
first season.
J DVD PETE
2014
Peter Rabbit, Spring into adventure! [DVD videorecording]/ Nickelodeon, Frederick Warne & Co.,
Limited and Silvergate PPL Limited, a co-production with Brown Bag Films. When Jemima's new egg
goes missing, only Peter Rabbit is able to put together the clues and find the culprit. But can he find
the egg before it hatches, or has he finally met his match in the devious newcomer, Samuel
Whiskers?
J DVD PINK
2014
Pinky, Elmyra & the Brain : the complete series [DVD videorecording] / Amblin Entertainment.
Contains all thirteen of episodes of this classic cartoon comedy.
J DVD POUN
2014
Pound puppies. A perfect match. [DVD videorecording] It's not always easy to find the perfect
home for a dog, or even a kitten but that only makes the doggie members of the Pound Puppies all
that more determined to work harder. In five fur-warming episodes, Lucky and the rest of the
Pound Puppies go the extra mile to ensure every pup gets a chance at a perfect match.
J DVD PRIN
2013
The princess twins of Legendale / MGA Entertainment, Inc., presents an MGAEntertainment
production; a film produced by XLT; produced by Yoni Koenig and David Koenig; screenplay by
Sindy McKay; directed by Doug Krohn. An enchanting adventure with Princess Dawn, who dreams
of a world beyond the land of Eternal Daylight and embarks on a mystical moonlit adventure into
the forbidden Night World which holds the key to her past. Divided from Eternal Daylight by an evil
sorceress, Night World is where Dawn encounters her twin sister Eve, and the two together realize
that they alone hold the power to unite the kingdom again.
J DVD REGU
2014
Regular show. Mordecai & Margaret pack [DVD videorecording]/ Cartoon Network. Join Mordecai,
Rigby, Margaret and the rest of the gang in these sixteen episodes from the series first four
seasons, plus a never-before-seen special feature, Steak Me Amadeus.
J DVD RUGR
2003
Rugrats. Mysteries [videorecording] / Klasky-Csupo and Nickelodeon; producers, Susan Ward ... [et
al.]; writers, David Regal ... [et al.]; directors, Chris Hermans ... [et al.]. The whole gang's along for
an overnight train ride through a re-created town from "the old country". But the ride quickly takes
a mysterious turn when Chas reads about a train robber on the loose. And when Chuckie's necklace
disappears, its up to Tommy to get it back.

J DVD SCOO SEASON 3
2007
Scooby-Doo where are you? The complete third season [videorecording] /Hanna-Barbera
Productions. The Scooby-Doo gang is back with a third edition to their ever so popular adventures.
J DVD SNOW
2013
Snowflake [videorecording]: the white gorilla / Grindstone Entertainment Group and Filmax
Entertainment presents a Julio Fern*andez production; Castelao Pictures and Productions a
Forsagrada in a co-production with MUF Animation and Utopia Global; English version written and
produced by Mychal Simka; directed by Andr*es G. Schaer. Snowflake is special; he's the only white
gorilla in the world. Captured in 1966 in Equatorial Guinea and brought to live in the zoo in
Barcelona, Spain where he became an instant celebrity. He is the zoo's main attraction, children
love him, but the other gorillas don't see what's so charming about this weirdo being the center of
attention and they give Snowflake a hard time. With the help of Ailur, a Buddhist black panther
reincarnated into the body of a red panda, and Paula, a smart little girl, Snowflake plans a sneak
visit to the witch at the circus. She can help him be a normal gorilla. But outside the safety of the
zoo's walls, the three friends are in danger.
J DVD SOFI
2014
Sofia the First. The floating palace [DVD videorecording]/ Disney Junior; director, Jamie Mitchell.
After Sofia helps a little mermaid named Oona, Sofia's amulet grants her the power to transform
into a mermaid and visit her new friend's secret underwater kingdom. But when Cedric plots to
steal Oona's enchanted Mermaid Comb, danger surfaces for both worlds. With a little help from
special guest, Princess Ariel, Sofia embarks on an adventure to rescue Oona and prevent a typhoon
before it's too late.

J DVD SPON
2013
SpongeBob Squarepants. Extreme kah-rah-tay [videorecording] / United Plankton Pictures, inc.;
Nickelodeon; created by Stephen Hillenburg. Viewers will join SpongeBob Squarepants and his
friends on karate adventures in eight hilarious and action-packed new episodes of the popular
Nickelodeon show. Viewers will see Sandy's sensei, an extreme sports team, a frozen competition,
world record challenges, SpongeBob's driving skills, and lots of karate!
J DVD SPON SEASON 8
2013
Spongebob Squarepants. The complete eighth season [videorecording] / Nickelodeon. Join
SpongeBob and his friends with the complete Eighth Season. Features 'Sandy's Vacation in Ruins'.
J DVD SUPE
2014
Super heroes. DC Comics super heroes. The filmation adventures. Vol. 1. Starring DC Comics
favorites the Atom, the Flash, Green Lantern, and Hawkman, these action-packed Filmation
Associates-produced adventures pit our heroes against alien invaders and fantastical creatures
from strange worlds, all intent on taking over planet Earth. Compilation features each super hero in
their own cartoon plus bonuses starring the Justice League of America and the Teen Titans.

J DVD SUPE
2014
Superman and friends. Mild-mannered Clark Kent and his alter ego Superman take on a
government conspiracy, a lunatic scientist known as the Weather Wizard, the fiery villainess
Volcana and, of course, archnemesis Lex Luthor all in the name of Truth, Justice and the American
Way.
J DVD SWAN
2014
Swan princess. A royal family tale[DVD videorecording] / producers, RIchard Rich, Seldon Young,
Jared Brown; director, Richard Rich. Princess Odette and Prince Derek have a little girl named Elise.
Meanwhile, a group of talking squirrels believe that Odette as a white swan is evil according to a
certain prophecy.
J DVD TEEN SEASON 1 PT. 1
2014
Teen titans go! Mission to misbehave.[DVD videorecording] Cartoon Network ;Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc. ; produced by Michael Jelenic, Aaron Horvath. The return of Robin, Starfire,
Raven, Beast Boy and Cyborg in an all-new comedic adventure. Character-driven comedy is the
order of the day as this new take on the superhero series focuses on the funny business that
happens between saving the world and living together as teenagers without adult supervision
J DVD THOM
2013
Thomas & friends. Railway mischief [videorecording] / writers, Andrew Brenner, Lee Pressman,
Laura Beaumont and Paul Larson. There's trouble on the tracks for Thomas and his friends. Gordon
and Cranky don't want to listen to really useful advice from Paxton and Kevin. Scruff, Winston, and
Stafford lose track of themselves, causing confusion and delay. Sometimes engines need a little
help from their friends to chuff and puff full steam ahead.

J DVD TICK
2014
Tickety toc. Spring chicks time. [DVD videorecording] Our adorable duo Tommy and Tallulah
celebrate Spring with the help of their Tickety Town friends, including Pufferty, McCoggins,
Madame Au Lait, Battersby, and Hopparoo! In these six fair-weather and fun episodes, there's an
outdoor adventure around every corner including a town picnic, a nature hike, a search for
watermelon on a hot day and a kite-flying contest!
J DVD TICK
2014
Tickety toc. The unstoppable, unpoppable bubble. Our comedic heroes Tommy and Tallulah test
McCoggins' new unpoppable bubble formula! But soon an unpoppable bubble becomes so large it
engulfs the whole town! Will the town be rescued from the extra-large and extra-strong bubble?
J DVD TRAN SEASON 1
2014
Transformers energon. [DVD videorecording] It has been 10 years since the war for the Mini-Cons.
All should be peaceful as Unicorn was supposedly destroyed. However, the appearance of a
mysterious being known as Alpha Q puts the safety of the Transformersb2s home planet Cybertron,
as well as the safety of planet Earth, on the line. Join the epic struggle of Optimus Prime and his
fellow Autobots as they battle Alpha Q, Decepticons and anyone else who threatens the freedom
and safety of the world.

J DVD WORD
2012
WordWorld. Shark's loose tooth [videorecording]. When Shark loses his first tooth at a sleepover
party, he's got to get to sleep fast so the tooth fairy can come. There's just one problem, he can't
fall asleep! Shark discovers the word he needs to help him fall asleep with the help of letter P. Also
includes these stories: A String's the Thing, Duck Plays Piano, and Shark's First Day of School.
J DVD WORD
2013
WordWorld. Picture day! [videorecording] / PBS Kids ; General Word LP. Welcome to WordWorld,
where words are the stars of the show! Join Duck as he wants to look totally terrific for his
portrait! Frog and Sheep help him build a tie, top hat and tutu because if you want to look totally
terrific you need the letter t. Now that's one totally terrific looking Duck! It s Picture Day!
J DVD WORD
2010
WordWorld. Get up and move [videorecording] / WordWorld, LLC. Introduces young viewers to
the letters of the alphabet through short stories about the WordFriends and their adventures in
WordWorld.
J DVD WORD
2010
WordWorld. Dancing dog [videorecording] / PBS Kids. Today is the WordWorld Concert and no
one is more excited than Dog because he loves music. The problem is that he can't play an
instrument. But his good friend Bear helps him discover that anyone can make music!
J DVD WORD
2008
WordWorld. The race to Mystery Island [videorecording]. PIG tries to peek at the gift his nephews
are word building for his birthday. PIG and FROG take the competitive spirit a bit too far when
they go all-out on a word building race to Mystery Island. While DUCK makes FROG the biggest,
most colorful birthday cake ever, he learns about recycling. On a windy day, the friends discover
that a word can have different meanings each time they build a magical H-A-T.
J DVD WORD
2011
WordWorld. To the rescue [videorecording] / WordWorld, LLC. Join Duck and Fly as they learn
how to be firefighters just like their friend Firefighter Frog! To be firefighters, the gang has to keep
a look out for any signs of smoke in WordWorld...because where there's smoke, there's fire! Will
Duck and Fly be able to determine what's really smoke and what's not?
J DVD WORD
2012
WordWorld. Word play [videorecording]. Welcome to WordWorld, where words come alive! Join
the WordFriends on comic adventures as they face challenges that can only be resolved by
building the right word. In WordWorld, children are encouraged to put letters together to spell
words that magically morph into the objects they represent. Includes 16 episodes.

